


Our number one challenge in 2021 was to
keep an adequate workforce to meet our
communities' needs. This has been a
challenge since the Illinois budget impasse,
however, the situation has become even
direr. Many of our efforts to address and
improve the capacity of our workforce
were dealt additional blows with the
continuation of COVID-19's impact, Illinois'
minimum wage scheduled increases, as
well as Illinois' historical population loss.
All factors were out of our governance.

According to the 2020 US Census, Illinois
saw the second-largest population loss in
the US. All counties we served experienced
loss with Alexander County seeing the
lowest dip in population in the Nation at
36%. This was a direct hit to the pool of
available human service professionals in
our region. 

This continued workforce crisis limited the
number of individuals in our community we
could serve as we maxed out our capacity.
At the same time, the demand for services
did not cease. COVID-19 has brought on
different challenges this year compared to
2020 as the demand for services
dramatically increased post-infection peak
in January 2021. 

Even with the many tests we face, we are
still making unbelievable progress in
resource and opportunity offerings, site
expansions, and formal partnerships
across our service area and the State. 

We have led collaborative efforts with our
stakeholders and partners with fortitude in
an environment where relationship
building seems backseat-worthy. We have
sought out programs based upon need
rather than adding resources and
opportunities to our service array because
funding was simply available or in the
spirit of competition with like providers.
And we continue to have a profound
impact on our local community by
contributing more than $12.5 million to the
economy, creating 269 jobs, and serving
3,313 clients. We do all of this by first
asking, "why?" 

Why is it important to build well-being and
help others reach their full potential? Why
value community collaboration? Why focus
on strengthening the entire region instead
of just us? Why is innovation and curiosity
required in the human services industry?
Why invest in our employees not only
financially but in their professional
development and mental health? 

The question of "why" drives us at
Arrowleaf to be a determined and
passionate family. We will not be
disheartened in our work - as we envision a
Southern Illinois where all individuals are
contributing to a community that is safe
and vibrant for everyone. 
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Our team members work across three
areas essential to well-being and strong
communities: Behavioral Health,
Developmental Services, and
Community Collaboration.

FY21 was no different from FY20 as
there were consistently more than a
dozen positions open across all areas of
focus. Much of which can be correlated
to the continued workforce crisis in
Illinois and the number of residents
leaving the state resulting in a limited
candidate pool. The COVID-19
pandemic continued to have a profound
impact on the length of time that
vacant direct service/healthcare
positions remained unfilled and the
number of job opportunities for clients
dwindled due to virus exposure
concerns. 

The total economic impact to the
region increased by $1,386,533 in FY21
due to direct and indirect spending
compared to FY20. The total economic
impact is calculated at $12,706,915.

Note: Economic Impact numbers are based upon
IMPLAN methodology - scalar employment factor 1.5;
income multiplier 1.6
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No. of Arrowleaf Jobs - 155 

No. of Client Jobs - 76 

Total No. of Jobs Created - 269 
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Grant revenue includes state and federal
contracts and private foundation funding.
While fee-for-service represents Medicaid,
client fees/rent, and commercial insurance
reimbursements. Other sources of funding
include 553 taxes, interest income, and the sale
of goods. 

An additional $2,081,175 of revenue was seen in
FY21 in comparison to the fiscal year before.
The most notable increases were in Grants
(+$3,020,178). Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
Arrowleaf applied for and received funds
($2,780,266) from the Illinois Department of
Healthcare and Family Services (HFS)
Coronavirus Urgent Remediation Emergency
Fund. Arrowleaf met eligibility requirements
for this funding because of being a Medicaid
serving provider. This funding filled the gap in
the decline of fee-for-service revenue and
allowed for the agency to provide "hazard pay"
to its essential employees. 

Grants 
$7,302,959

 Fee for Service 
$3,748,365

Other Sources 
$392,623

Grants
64%

Fee for Service
33%

Other Sources
3%
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Private pay unreimbursed charitable services
include fees reduced for self-pay clients which

accounts for 45% of charitable services in
FY21 while Medicaid/insurance represents

adjustments for services that are not covered
by plans and provided at-cost which accounts

for 55% of charitable services in FY21.
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I thank God everyday for Arrowleaf. I've
learned so much and look forward to learning
more in the future.
I love the staff, always friendly and each visit
I leave always feeling relieved and happy!
I wish I could tell everyone about the support,
compassion, and help I have received.
This is the only place in my state and county I
trust with my mental health. They are really
understanding here and I have no problems
with staff, counselors, and receptionists. They
answer phone calls and call you to reschedule
appointments if needed.
I felt like it is generally difficult to get care
initiated in Southern Illinois. Arrowleaf was
able to get us in sooner than other facilities in
the area. Overall, I feel my son is improving
and I appreciate it.
We are treated like family when we are there.
Arrowleaf, I certainly think you are a step
above the rest! Keep it going - God bless you
all!
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Behavioral Health 

Community Collaboration 

Developmental Services 

Through more than 25 programs across these three
areas, we are able to support Southern Illinoisans

through a wide variety of challenges that can
come up at different points in life, such as

struggles with depression and anxiety, substance
use, parenting, care-giving, education,

employment, economic stability, navigating the
demands of daily life with a disability, and

maintaining independence in older age. We also
serve as a vital connector between the people of
our region and the resources they need, whether

we can provide those resources ourselves or not. As
we help people in our region navigate the

challenges they face throughout their lives, their
well being improves, they’re able to contribute

more to our communities, and our entire region
benefits.

Community Collaboration
56.2%

Behavioral Health
39.1%

Developmental Services
4.7%

In FY21, 1,861 (+22 from FY20) clients
were served in the Community
Collaboration area of focus while 1,297
(-272 from FY20) in Behavioral Health
and another 155 (+2 from FY20) in
Developmental Services.
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When you join the Arrowleaf team,
you are committing to a meaningful
career where your work will make a
difference for your neighbors
throughout Southern Illinois and
strengthen our region as a whole.
You’ll have a chance to build well-
being not just for the people you
work with, but for yourself as well,
as you gain life-changing
experiences, enjoy highly competitive
benefits, and experience unmatched
opportunities for advancement.
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Arrowleaf is good at seeing a need and then finding a
program or way to respond to that need.
Helping people, community collaboration, community
education, making the communities they serve better.
Arrowleaf is good at crisis services, human services,
counseling and mental health evaluations.
Arrowleaf is excellent at bringing resources together in
a collaborative fashion in order to better serve the
entire community. Arrowleaf provides numerous
services that have and continue to improve the quality
of life for all residents in our region, whether that be
directly serving those to individuals or by the indirect
benefits that are reaped by all.
I have had very pleasant interactions with staff and
leadership at Arrowleaf. Very compassionate and
driven.
Keep doing a great job for the people in Southern
Illinois!

Great Deal - A Lot
91%

A Moderate Amount
9%



Our name, Arrowleaf, holds
a lot of meaning in our

community. The Arrowleaf
plant is indigenous to

Southern Illinois and the
Shawnee National Forest

region. Thriving in adverse
conditions of sand and

gravel, this plant is both
beautiful and resilient, just

like the people we work with
who overcome adversity and

find ways to fulfill their
potential despite the
challenges they face.

Equal Housing 
Opportunity


